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ABSTRACT Validation and Verification (V&V) of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based cyber physical systems
such as Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) is currently a vexing and unsolved problem. AVs integrate subsystems
in areas such as detection, sensor fusion, localization, perception, and path planning. Each of these
subsystems contains significant AI content integrated with traditional hardware and software components.
The complexity for validating even a subsystem is daunting and the task of validating the whole system is
nearly impossible. Fundamental research in advancing the state-of-the-art for AVV&V is required. However,
for V&V researchers, it is exceedingly difficult to make progress because of the massive infrastructure
requirements to demonstrate the viability of any solution. This paper presents PolyVerif, the world’s first
open-source solution focused on V&V researchers with the objective of accelerating the state-of-the-art
for AV V&V research. PolyVerif provides an AI design and verification framework consisting of a digital
twin creation process, an open-source AV engine, access to several open-source physics based simulators,
and open-source symbolic test generation engines. PolyVerif’s objective is to arm V&V researchers with
a framework which extends the state-of-the-art on any one of the many major axes of interest and use the
remainder of the infrastructure to quickly demonstrate the viability of their solution. Given its open-source
nature, researchers can also contribute their innovations to the project. Using this critical property of open-
source environments, the innovation rate of the whole research community to solve these vexing issues can be
greatly accelerated. Finally, the paper also presents results from several projects which have used PolyVerif.

INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicles, validation and verification, modeling and simulation, artificial
intelligence.

I. THE AI V&V RESEARCH CHALLENGE
Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) offer significant benefits in
terms of safety, access, and utilization for transportation
services. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) paradigm around
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Machine Learning (ML) has been the key enabling technol-
ogy for AVs. Thus, by definition, validation and verification
of AVs involves the ability to validate AI/ML components.

The ML technique is the third major phase in the long
history of AI [1]. In its first phase, the center of activity was
on symbolic AI which offered unique solutions to problems
such as chess, but broad applicability was limited by the
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TABLE 1. Contrast of conventional and machine learning algorithms from V&V perspective.

exponential computational nature of the underlying algo-
rithms [2]. The next phase moved to the domain of ‘‘expert
systems’’ with general rule solvers which solved the exponen-
tial explosion problem, but left the burden of building large
libraries of domain specific rules [3] to armies of experts.
Today, AI has been redefined again with the techniques of
ML and data-driven algorithms.

Recognizing the inherent limitation of a process which
involves human ‘‘programming,’’ ML has built a ‘‘learning’’
paradigm (see Fig. 1). In this paradigm, there is a period of
training where the AI machine ‘‘learns’’ from data to build its
own rules. The process of learning is defined by employing
traditional optimization algorithms which minimize some
notion of error.

AI/ML methods are the next leap in building function
with an impact as dramatic as the move from hardware to
software. For hardware, implementing a function requires
a long design and manufacturing process, and functional
updates require updates to the physical device. The software
paradigm allowed for building unique system functionality
without the need for changing physical assets. Further, break-
through concepts such as the concept of a computer archi-
tecture allowed for the update of the underlying hardware
without the need to change the software. However, while
building conventional software development minimizes the
physical constraints of hardware, there is a requirement to
have armies of software developers to design and imple-
ment the functionality. AI/ML paradigm offers a jump in
productivity because humans, armed only with data sources
and metrics, can employ machines to automatically build
functionality through the inference software.

The process of simply giving data to an engine and auto-
matically developing an algorithm has enormous potential
to solve interesting problems. This technique does seem to
‘‘work’’ in areas such as vision or natural language processing
where conventional algorithmic solutions have been difficult.
However, this ‘‘AI Inference Software’’ is not quite the same
as conventional human generated software. Table 1 contrasts
conventional and AI generated software.

This contrast between AI and conventional software com-
ponents has deep implications in many areas, but especially
in the area of validation and verification (V&V). V&V is a

FIGURE 1. AI/ML as a fundamentally new programming paradigm.

critical feature because the usefulness of any solution reduces
dramatically if one cannot validate its correctness. The V&V
constraint is especially important in the context of safety
critical situations.

For safety critical systems, there has been a historical
adoption of V&V methods to design methods, and many
of the innovations have been led by the airborne domain.
In the hardware dominated time-frame, safety focused air-
borne systems were built upon a trust framework to verify,
validate, and certify airborne systems is a series of laws,
orders, and best-practice guidelines used to demonstrate con-
formance with airworthiness standards [4]. Critical aspects of
this framework are:

• System Design Process: A process-oriented structured
development assurance for these complex systems with
safety certification as part of the integrated development
process;

• Formalization: Formal definitions of system operating
conditions, functionality, expected behaviors, risks, and
hazards which must be mitigated; and

• Lifecycle: Lifecycle management of components, sys-
tems, and development systems.

The driving methodology was to define the system design,
formalize the expected behavior as well as likely issues, and
make sure one understands the impact over the life of the
product very carefully and formally.

When the power of the conventional software paradigm
was introduced, safety critical V&V was adapted by main-
taining the original system design paradigm, but now sys-
tem components could also be software. Each software
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component maintained the same overall structure of fault
analysis, lifecycle management, and system design hazard
analysis. However, the underlying details had to be extended.
As an example, an associated airborne standard (DO-178C)
defining the ‘‘Software Considerations in Airborne Systems
and Equipment Certification’’ was created [5]. The stan-
dard updated the notion of hazard from physical failure
mechanisms to functional defects because software does not
suffer from physical process-driven reliability degradation.
Also updated were the concepts of lifecycle management,
which was changed to reflect the conventional software
development process. Finally and most importantly, Design
Assurance Levels (DALs) were used to manage the inher-
ent risk from software components. Through this process,
software components were integrated into the system design,
functional allocation, performance specification, and V&V
process.

AI/ML design requires the next jump in V&V technology.
Similar to the introduction of software, AI/ML components
can be defined as simply software components which are
programmed with data. The above simple statement is very
powerful because it allows AI/ML components to inherit
the time tested infrastructure built over the last 30 years for
integrating software components into safety critical systems.
However, now, one must manage the issue of how to handle
the fact that we have a data generated ‘‘code’’ vs conventional
programming code. In the world of validation, this difference
impacts validation in three significant aspects: coverage anal-
ysis, code reviews, and version control. Table 2 offers the
contrast and V&V challenges.

For well defined systems where the system level abstrac-
tions for correctness are available, AI/ML components signif-
icantly increase the difficulty of intelligent test generation,
coverage analysis, and V&V closure. With a great deal of
difficulty, it is still possible to follow a structured process to
make significant progress.

However, one of the most compelling uses of AI/ML is to
employ it in situations where the specification of the system
is not well defined or not viable using conventional program-
ming. In these Specification-Less /ML (SLML) situations,
not only is building interesting tests difficult but evaluat-
ing the correctness of the results creates further difficulty.
Unfortunately, most of the major systems in AVs fall into this
category of system function and AI usage. Overall, AI/ML
components offer the promise to add a fundamentally new
tool in system design, but also introduce unique and inter-
esting V&V challenges. Solving these challenges offers the
motivation for the PolyVerif work proposed in this paper.

II. RELATED WORK
There have been various efforts to attack the AV valida-
tion and verification problem in the literature. Huang et al.
[6] performed one of the earlier reviews of the space of
AV testing methods. Huang included the applicability of
V&V tools such as test driving, vehicle-in-the-loop (VEHIL)
simulation, model-based testing, rapid control prototyping,

hardware-in-the-loop simulation and software-in-the-loop
simulation. The review showed the importance of different
validation types and the creation of an integrated testing
methodology. However, the review did not address the unique
challenges of validating AI V&V components.

Riedmaier et al. [7] developed a novel taxonomy for the
scenario-based approaches in their survey of scenario-based
safety assessment methods for AVs. Ma et al. [8] presented
a review of validation and verification methods developed
specifically for decision making and planning systems in
CAV. This review compared and evaluated scenario-based
testing, fault injection testing, and formal verification using
multiple criteria. Then the results are used to recommend
validation and verification approaches for different portions
of the decision making systems in CAV. These approaches
advanced the state-of-art, but unfortunately leveraging this
work at a broader level is very difficult without an open-
source paradigm. In contrast, PolyVerif provides a framework
to implement and test each of these specific approaches which
can be leveraged more broadly.

Both industry and research groups have been developing
tools for testing and verifying their AVs. For instance,Waymo
tests each of their primary subsystems, the vehicle, their
hardware, and their software, individually as well as together
using simulation, closed-course testing, and real world driv-
ing [9]. The scenarios they focus on are based on training
the vehicle behavioral competencies. PreScan is a popular
commercial product which allows the user to define scenarios
and execute them in its runtime environment with lots of
different 3rd party integration [10]. SynCity is a simulator
with an emphasis on realistic scenarios for sensor testing
and ML training, working at the communication protocol
level for realistic sensor feedback [11]. Carcraft combines
virtual maps with sensor data from the real world to recreate
scenarios that their shadow driving fleet have encountered,
fuzzing them for variation [12]. All of the above approaches
are proprietary in nature and extremely difficult for V&V
researchers to use based on cost and access issues.

Open-source AV stacks are also available, such as the one
from Baidu [13], but with a focus on design components.
PEGASUS, a joint effort amongmultiple groups from science
and industry in Germany, aims to develop a full toolchain
for AV verification, looking at traditional vehicle verification
and new innovations in the field for inspiration [14]. Simi-
larly, CARMA [15] provides an open source environment for
traffic management in the context of Connected and Auto-
mated Vehicles (CAV). Vires developed several open-source
standards to define scenarios, roads, and vehicle dynamics,
as well as Virtual Test Drive, a tool-chain for driving simu-
lation that uses those standards [16]. These platforms offer
reasonable open-source environments for design, but none
focus on the fundamental issues of individual AV Valida-
tion. As Kang et al. [17] point out, there are also a large
number of relatively disconnected and unaligned data-sets
available. A unified V&V platform such as PolyVerif is a
robust and reliable platformwhich can connect these data-sets
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TABLE 2. Comparison and challenges in V&V for AI-based software and conventional software.

into active live simulation environments for use by AV V&V
researchers.

Traffic simulators are used in CAV validation and ver-
ification to implement the logic of and simulate traffic at
the micro or macro level. MATSIM is a well-known open-
source microscopic traffic simulator, which is built for large
simulations as it utilizes traffic simulation, large-scale com-
putation, and agent based modeling [18]. PolyVerif uses
SUMO, which is a well-known open-source traffic simulator
with a low-overhead for running city-size road networks at
a microscopic level [19]. It has been used by both academia
and industry in various projects [20], [21], [22].

Seshia et al. [23] identified environment modeling, formal
specification, modeling of learning systems, scalable formal
engines and correct-by-construction design as the main chal-
lenges of applying formal methods to AI validation and veri-
fication. PolyVerif provides the capability to test approaches
in practice for solving each of these challenges for CAVs.

III. OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS FOR AV V&V
AI components form the critical enabling technology which
has demonstrated the potential viability of AVs. Fig. 2 shows
the major pieces of an AV Application architecture which
include components such as detection, perception, localiza-
tion, and path planning. Modern AV systems integrate many
AI/ML models in all these functions, and, in most situations,
the form of these applications is in the SLML category.

FIGURE 2. Generic AV software components highlighting a typical AV
application architecture and challenges.

This combination of elements leads to very significant
V&V challenges. As outlined in [24], the nature of these chal-
lenges can be outlined at three levels of size: AI components,
AI subsystems, and AI systems.

For AI components, the research challenges are as
follows:

1) Correctness: If the AI model does not have a clear
specification, how does one determine correctness?

2) Completeness: Without any view of the internal struc-
ture of the algorithm, how can one determine the com-
pleteness of the testing task?

3) Training Data Analysis: Since data is the seed which
generates the algorithm, verification of the training data
set for completeness is necessary. What is the correct
methodology to do this for large, and, often streaming,
data sets?

4) Safety Level Analysis: If the nature of the AI compo-
nent correctness is fundamentally probabilistic, what
is the methodology to protect the result from feeding
highly hazardous actuation functions?

Above the component level at the AI subsystem level,
abstraction is a very powerful tool which has been used in a
wide variety of fields to manage complexity. As an example,
it is a fundamental part of building and validating complex
semiconductors chips with billion transistors. For semicon-
ductors, well defined abstraction layers (layout, schematic,
Register Transfer Level, etc.) transition from the deep physics
of a sub-micron transistor to the abstraction provided by a
computer architecture. All the stages of the design pipeline
have an accompanying V&V methodology which builds an
inductive argument for the correctness of the entire chip.
Since it is impossible to simulate a modern semiconductor
at the device physical level of abstraction, this methodology
is critical for validating large complex chips with first-pass
level of correctness.

For AI systems, the critical pipeline for AVs consists of
detection, perception, location services, path planning, and
actuation [25]. At a higher level, the AV is building an internal
view of the external world which is reasoning at different
levels of abstraction. However, clear specifications do not
exist for the intermediate levels of abstraction, and there is
currently no V&V infrastructure which accompanies each
abstraction level of design. As an example, it is not uncom-
mon to feed ‘‘photo-realistic’’ scenario libraries [26] in an
attempt to validate the whole AV stack. This approach is
problematic on many fronts:

1) Computational Performance: Without decomposi-
tion and testing at higher levels of abstraction, the cost
of simulation performance over the full spectrum of
the Operational Design Domain (ODD) becomes the
limiting factor.
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2) Diagnosability: Diagnosing errors without the use of
internal data is very difficult.

3) Completeness: Each of the abstraction levels work in a
subset of the problem, and, in fact, generate constraints
which can aid with the V&V task. As an example, the
detection phase works strictly in the world of physics
which is a property very useful for validation.

A sampling of the open research questions in AVV&V are:
1) What are the right intermediate abstraction levels? How

can they be specified mathematically? What is the
accompanyingV&V infrastructure that can break down
the overall safety problem?

2) At the system level, how can one build an inductive
argument for correctness based on the intermediate
validation stages at the component and subsystem level.

3) For sensor modalities, camera output combined with
photogrammetry techniques are reasonably well devel-
oped for vision. However, similar techniques for build-
ing accurate digital twins with LiDAR, RADAR, and
other sensor modalities is not well developed. How can
one build the V&V mechanism to test the appropriate
‘‘corner’’ cases connected to sensor modalities?

Given the breadth and depth of the AV stack, it is
exceedingly difficult for any AV V&V researchers to build
reasonable experiments or validate correctness. This is the
primary motivation for developing the open-source PolyVerif
environment.

IV. THE PolyVerif FRAMEWORK
The open-source development paradigm is a powerful mech-
anism to crowd-source innovation. One of the critical tech-
niques which allows for progress is that an individual or a
small group can attack a specific part of the problem while
relying on the remainder of the open-source infrastructure
for the remaining functionality. If the functionality is use-
ful, it can be integrated into the open-source stack and the
whole stack progresses. To accelerate the rate of progress
of AV V&V, PolyVerif offers a full open-source AV design
and validation simulation based infrastructure upon which
researchers can build innovative capability. The critical com-
ponent pieces of the PolyVerif Open-Source stack are:

1) AV Engine: Included within Polyverif is the Auto-
ware [27] open-source AV engine. Because it is open-
source, internal abstraction points from the engine are
easily available to researchers. In addition, an API that
connects the AV Engine to the rest of the environment
has been constructed by PolyVerif such that other AV
engines can be easily integrated.

2) Simulation: Included with Polyverif are native inte-
grations to the open-source SUMO [28], LGsim [29],
Tier IV [30] and CARLA [31]. Each of these simulators
provides different values for validation. In addition,
an API that connects the simulator to the rest of the
environment is specified such that other simulators can
easily integrate.

3) Test Generation: Included with PolyVerif is a
native integration with Scenic [32], an open-source
abstract test generation system. In addition, an API
that connects the test generation engines is avail-
able for integration with other engines such as
OpenScenario 2.0 [33].

FIGURE 3. PolyVerif layers.

On top of these standalone components, PolyVerif
provides:

1) Digital Twin Flow: A tested digital twin flow which
can build a digital twin in the simulators based on
google map images and further refined with direct
drone sensor data is provided. The intermediate parts
of the flow are available in the environment for easy
manipulation by researchers.

2) Path to Physical Testing: Since the TalTech team has
built an implementation with the iseAuto project [34].
It is possible to collaborate with the TalTech research
team to test updates to the open-source software stack
on a physical implementation.

FIGURE 4. Autonomous vehicle software stack.

In terms of modeling abstraction, the Autoware AV stack
(or any AV stack) is operating in a conventional Newtonian
physics universe. To be useful, any simulation environment
must model key concepts such as momentum, light pro-
cessing, sound dynamics, and more. These concepts can be
modeled at various levels of fidelity with a tradeoff between
accuracy and simulation performance (Fig. 3). At a compo-
nent level, the internal useful abstractions of the major pieces
of the Autoware AV stack are shown in Fig. 4 and can be
listed as:
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1) Localization: Localization takes sensory input (GPS,
IMU) to generate an abstract positioning of the unit
under test on a global map. Models of noise can be
introduced to test the robustness of the localization
engines.

2) Detection: This stage accepts sensor inputs, and the
outputs are abstract objects in 3-D space. Thus, it is
possible to test Detection functionality independently
of the rest of the stack in simulation under a variety of
conditions.

3) Prediction: This unit takes the result of Detection and
annotates abstract objects with predicted future behav-
ior. Thus, it is possible to generate synthetic Detection
output to test the Prediction engine individually.

4) Path Planning: Path Planning consumes abstract
objects from Perception to build an actuation function
and a predicted future path. Again, synthetic data can
be used to test the path planning function individually.

FIGURE 5. Unity Graphics engine and LG simulator communication block
diagram.

Using the machinery described above, one can construct
many interesting designs for experiment flows. As an exam-
ple, one can conceive of the following design for experiment
around detection.

1) A simulator which contains a model of the world and
simulates this world in the Newtonian realm. The sim-
ulator contains all the Ground Truth data.

2) The AV Stack receives sensor data from the simulator
(through characterized sensor models) and builds an
internal representation of the external world.

3) At the interface between the simulator and the sensors,
a functional noise generation function can be inserted
to model interference (rain, snow, etc).

4) The abstract objects at the output of the Detection stage
can be monitored for divergence between ground truth
and AV Stack version of the ground truth.

5) Functional checkers can be defined to determine the
range of severity required to consider the test a pass/fail
at various phases (detection abstract object phase, per-
ception abstract object phase,path planning phase).

6) The device under test (DUT) can be placed in various
scenarios in the environment and this process can be
managed by sophisticated test generation software.

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram view of the software critical
pieces for the above flow. In summary, once a simulation,
AV stack, and design for experiment machinery is available,
it is possible to quickly build and evaluate a variety of V&V
research solutions. Fig. 3 summarizes the various PolyVerif
Layers and flows.

V. PolyVerif SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
To be useful, all the AV components within PolyVerif must
be organized in a well structured software environment. As a
base layer, PolyVerif builds a simulation paradigm around a
Unity framework (see Fig. 5). Unity has modeling of rigid
bodies, modeling of visual and acoustic waves, a rich soft-
ware environment for programmable construction of worlds,
and of course world-class rendering. Thousands of man hours
have been invested in Unity for large endmarkets in computer
gaming and movie production.

While Unity is an excellent starting point, AV Simula-
tion also requires modeling of the other sensor types and of
location services. In the PolyVerif environment, these can
be added as required while benefiting from the rest of the
infrastructure with convenient software APIs. In addition,
working at the detailed low-level 4-D world of Unity for
AV V&V is very cumbersome, so there are requirements for
automation for critical tasks such as world building, scenario
specification, and test synthesis.

A. WORLD BUILDING
Constructing comprehensive ‘‘simulation’’ worlds is an
exceedingly difficult process. In the realm of computer
games, designers can easily spend millions of dollars to build
interesting worlds. Fortunately, AV V&V can use the real
world as a great aid in doing this task. Fig. 6 shows the
fundamental flow.

In this flow Google Map, Earth, and Street Views can be
used to build an initial 3-D rendition. While very powerful,
and an excellent starting point, additional characterization
information is required to build a model with higher fidelity
[35]. In the visual spectrum, this involves high fidelity cam-
eras which capture the environment on drones or ground
vehicles. PolyVerif has enabled a near automated flow with
Agisoft Metashape [36] to enable the construction of higher
fidelity models. The end result of all of this activity is the
development of a simulation model which accurately pro-
cesses the physics of the various sensor modalities. This area
of digital twin generation is itself an active research area.
As mentioned, researchers are exploring the methods for the
inclusion of other sensor types (acoustic, LiDAR, RADAR,
and more) and the required fidelity for the needs of the
validation paradigm. PolyVerif is an excellent framework to
explore these issues.

B. SCENARIO BUILDING
Once the world is built, one must construct test cases which
give the unit under test a goal, and introduce other dynamic
components into the test evaluation. The range of goals is
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FIGURE 6. From physical track to digital twin creation block diagram.

FIGURE 7. Test generation and validation software architecture for
PolyVerif.

highly varied and the range of the behavior of dynamic
components (cars, pedestrians, environmental weather, etc)
is even larger. To efficiently manage this situation, there is
a need for a symbolic test generation language which can
specify critical pieces of a test, and even more importantly
allow the automatic generation of ‘‘don’t care’’ cases. As an
example, one might specify a test around collision avoidance
where the unit under test starts at a random starting velocity
within a reasonable range, and must engage active braking
independent of all the don’t care conditions. This powerful
concept is used extensively in the validation of digital systems
and has been brought over to the cyber-physical world by the
UC Berkeley Team with the Scenic capability [32], which is
integrated into the PolyVerif platform [37], [38]. Within the
industry, standardization efforts have gained traction in this
area with OpenSCENARIO 2.0 [33].

C. TEST SYNTHESIS
Once simulation finds a potential issue, it is useful to be able
to recreate the test in a physical environment. However, this
is not an easy task because the simulation specifies a very
particular environment which must be mimicked in real life.
The methodology of recreating test cases, especially with

particular sensor inputs and dynamic movements, is also a
research area.

Finally, for a serious V&V task, one must build a design
for experiment infrastructurewhich is programmatic in nature
because of the automation required for a large number of
tests. Key elements of the DoE flow mimic the process for
any sophisticated large software project with elements such
as:

1) Consistent Master Open-Source Repository: The
Source code repository is maintained and available.1

The code repository is consistently maintained with
incremental releases with new feature additions and
bug fixes.

2) Consistency in open-source licensing terms across
the framework. The PolyVerif framework has Apache
Version-2 license enabling users to use, modify and
deliver as necessary. The Apache License explicitly
allows you to copy and redistribute the covered product,
without any license fees or royalties.

3) Consistency in installation, build, and execution
methodology PolyVerif framework consists of multiple
open source frameworks and codebases, so installa-
tion can become complex. Moreover due to different
versions of software it can be confusing and difficult
to deal with. To avoid this we have provided build
scripts to ease the installation across Linux plat-
forms. Apart from that our development team can
assist you in enabling the framework and getting
started.

4) Consistency in documentation for use of the framework
with special emphasis on well-defined interfaces. The
framework can be used using PythonAPI’s and Scenic
(Scenario description language) scenario generation
library across different simulators. The documentation
helps users to Kickstart the usage with:

1https://github.com/MaheshM99/PolyVerif
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a) Installation guide.
b) Sample Test scenarios and scripts have also been

provided using Scenic.
c) How to write Test cases and scenarios.

As might be expected, establishing this baseline involved
significant engineering time as it is not trivial to establish
this baseline across multiple active open-source projects.
Given a well engineered, environment sophisticated Designs
of Experiments (DoE) flows can now be constructed. Fig. 7
shows the software architecture for integrating all the pieces.

VI. PolyVerif PROJECTS
Using the PolyVerif Framework partner teams addressed their
specific V&V research challenges. Current ongoing active
projects with the PolyVerif include:

1) Digital TwinModel of AV route in Tallinn, Estonia with
an Autoware engine [34], [39], [40].

2) Digital TwinModel of AV route in Jacksonville, Florida
with a non Autoware engine [41].

3) Design for Experiment flows for detection, prediction,
localization, path planning, and control by a design
and validation services company for the automotive
industry, Acclivis [42]. Table 3 shows the flows, the
V&V focus point for the flow, and the resulting reports.

4) Abstracted Tests of all the currently tracked AV
test cases from the state of California database
of AV incidents by Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University [21], [43].

The results of all of these projects have now been added
to the PolyVerif open-source environment. The power of this
approach is that a third-party researcher can choose to use
these environments to validate updates in design or validation
technology for their domain. The detailed results of these
efforts will be published by companion teams in subsequent
research publications. In this paper, a deeper examination of
the TalTech results is presented.

FIGURE 8. Vehicle digital twin representation. The real vehicle is on the
left side, while its digital twin is on the right.

TalTech, a polytechnic university in Estonia, has active
research in building an autonomous shuttle - iseAuto. The
underlying software for the shuttle is based on the Autoware
open-source framework. Similar to most of the AV industry,
the team tested the vehicle with physical experimentation on
an on-campus test track. Physical validation is a slow process

which is expensive and incomplete. Thus, a deeper move to
simulation as well as a more robust V&V environment was
desirable and drove an engagement with PolyVerif.

In the first step, the TalTech team built a digital twin of the
TalTech campus test track. A virtual copy of the vehicle was
created and defined with the same sensor configuration as the
actual vehicle [39] (see Fig. 8).

FIGURE 9. Digital environment creation steps from data capturing to final
mesh reconstruction.

The shuttle kinematics and dynamics were mimicked
inside the simulation for more accurate and reliable eval-
uation results. It is worth mentioning that iseAuto uti-
lizes a LiDAR-based perception. Two Velodyne LiDARs are
installed at the top front (VLP-32) and back (VLP-16) of the
vehicle, in addition to two Robosense RS-Bpearl at both sides
(left and right), to decrease the sensor limited vision zone
around the car furthermore, one RS-LiDAR-16 is installed at
the front bumper to detect small objects in front of the vehicle
that are not in the other LiDARs’ field of view. Processes such
as calibration, filtration, and concatenation are performed on
the LiDARs’ point cloud for an optimized perception.

For simulations, real events and conditions were mimicked
in order to generate, test, and evaluate reliable data sets.
The validation group tested and validated in the PolyVerif
framework using the custom open-source full-scale AV shut-
tle software stack built by TalTech.

The validation was carried out in two steps.
Step 1: An example scenario and the virtual environment

model was created on a selected area in the city of Tallinn. The
validation area was in an unstructured environment featuring
cars and pedestrians in a semi-restricted area (the university
campus).

Step 2: The Real-world validation was connected to the
self-driving AV shuttle iseAuto. Developed scenarios and
PolyVerif framework were validated with real equipment in
real world.

The work was conducted in three stages:
Stage1: Digital Twin Route in Tallinn - Estonia
Stage2: Validation scenarios in PolyVerif
Stage3: Scenario Validation with the physical device

In stage one, a digital twin with model abstraction and
characterization considerations was generated. This activity
was carried out by doing the following activities: Aerial
image capture, LiDARmapping, post-processing of raw data,
classification, and virtual environment creation (see Fig. 9).

In stage two, several selected scenarios were validated by
applying the PolyVerif framework by building a simulatable
model. The design of the experiment stage exercised the
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TABLE 3. Design of experiment flow examples.

model in various configurations with an eye towards exposing
‘‘worst-case’’ conditions and showing the completeness of
testing (coverage). The objective was to find a reliable way to
discover edge case scenarios, and cover most of the high-risk
scenarios in simulation.

Finally, in stage 3, the chosen scenario was run both in
simulation, and the real world with the intention of find-
ing inconsistencies between the two. Performance indicators
were recorded and compared. For more in-depth diagnos-
tics and comparison the autonomous driving, data were also
recorded. The vehicle software was running on the ROS
and the autonomous driving stack Autoware.ai which is a
customized software architecture.

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT
Vehicle: iseAuto ver 1.2 no.3 (Level 4 AV, 6 seat minibus
for urban mobility) powered by open-source ROS & Auto-
ware. Technical parameters: Passenger capacity: 6; Speed:
avg 10 km/h, max 50 km/h; Turning radius: 9 m; Main motor
power: 47 kW; Battery: 16 kWh; Mass: 1250 Kg; Height:
2,4 m; Length: 3,6 m; Width: 1,50 mm;
Sensors: Main LiDARs Velodyne x 2; Side LiDARs x 2;

Front safety LiDAR; Front cameras x 4; Back camera;
RTK-GNSS + IMU;

2) SCENARIO
The validation scenario was TalTech campus test track. In this
route, the most challenging situation was selected involving
the intersection, and other cars. Such a scenario was chosen to
include multiple aspects that are perceived to be challenging
for AVs. The scenario includes different yielding situations,
and a pedestrian crossing the street out of the crosswalk. The
defined scenario is visualized in Fig. 10.

3) SIMULATION
SVL Simulator 2021.3 was used for the digital twin valida-
tion. The environment was created, and ported into the sim-
ulator, using a real 3D scans done using a commercial drone.
Free software was used to derive 3D data from the drone cap-
tures. Based on the scenario functional level different NPC

FIGURE 10. Three different frames of the scenario including the unit
under the test and non-player characters, including vehicles and
pedestrians.

(Non-Player Character) cars are defined to play in the scene.
Each NPC needs at least a starting point and a trajectory to
follow. This trajectory includes points, directions, and speed
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FIGURE 11. Validation scenario representation at the TalTech campus,
in (a), and the result of each validation task in: (b) detection,
(c) prediction, (d) localization, and (e) control.

followed by the NPC. Furthermore, the ego (iseAuto), which
is controlled by Autoware, should be spawned in a position in
the environment, therefore, it requires an initial pose. Fig. 10
shows a few frames of a scenario in which the ego and NPCs
are operating.

VII. PHYSICAL VALIDATION RESULTS
The physical validation was carried out in January 2022.
The initial scenario was simplified due to the harsh weather
conditions, which are a well-known challenge for AVs [44].
Roads were narrowed by snow and huge snow piles were
blocking the visual view as well as LiDAR field of view.
However, additional valuable data was gathered on how AV
handles harsh weather and snowy roads.

From a qualitative point of view, the validation procedure
was successful. Fig. 11 demonstrates components under the
validation. In summary, the validation procedure results are
the following:
Localization: The ego was able to localize itself in the

predefined map.

Detection: The detection system successfully perceived
and classified the obstacles.
Prediction: All the sensors perceived the obstacles with

sufficient quality to perform classification and use the data
in decision making with respect to the object behavior. The
ego stopped before continuing themission when the NPCwas
approaching.
Control: The ego was able to follow the predefined path

with sufficient precision.
Decision: The ego was able to make the right decision and

yield based on the classified data.
The vehicle successfully detected the approaching car and

stopped to give it the right of way.2 A rosbag was recorded
during the physical validation. The rosbag contains all sensor
data and internal messages used in autonomous driving like
decision making and path planning. Overall, this process
validated the use of PolyVerif such that more V&V methods
can be developed in simulation.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents PolyVerif, the world’s first open-source
infrastructure focused on V&V researchers with the objective
of accelerating the state-of-the-art for AV V&V research.
PolyVerif provides an AI design and verification framework
consisting of a digital twin creation process, an open-source
AV engine, access to several open-source physics based sim-
ulators, and open-source symbolic test generation engines.
PolyVerif’s objective is to arm V&V researchers with a
framework which extends the state-of-the-art on any one
of the many major axes of interest and use the remainder
of the infrastructure to quickly demonstrate the viability of
their solution. Given its open-source nature, researchers can
also contribute their innovations to the project. Using this
critical property of open-source environments, the innovative
potential of the whole research community to solve these
vexing issues can be greatly accelerated. Finally, qualitative
results from projects which have used PolyVerif are provided.
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